
14 Urban change and  
management
14.1  Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your 
learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in this topic.

14.1.1 Introduction
Urban environments provide homes, places of work and all the conveniences of modern-day life for their 
citizens. They are often a magnet for people living in small rural townships, as goods and services abound and 
social and economic opportunities for a better life are seen as more possible in the big cities.

The complexity of urban environments can be seen in a modern city such as Shanghai, with all its multi-
layered buildings, bridges, roadways, electricity, water supplies and services. The need to deal with the huge 
amounts of waste generated by the population of a city of this size is a concern for its urban planners and 
managers. To ensure viability into the future, sustainable solutions to the wide range of problems that exist in 
big cities must be found.
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How far can our urban environments spread before they become unsustainable?

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-6221)

Video eLesson Sprawling cities (eles-1712)

FIGURE 1  Modern cities are complex urban environments.
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14.2  Cities’ impact on the environment

14.2.1 Interconnections between urban and biophysical environments
The earliest forms of urban environments consisted of shelters to protect people from the elements and 
provide security from the attacks of predators. From these simplest forms, the highly complex modern urban 
environment has developed.

All forms of urban environments are 
interconnected with the biophysical 
environment. The ‘bio’ elements are all 
forms of plant and animal life including 
people and all their activity and industry. 
The ‘physical’ elements are the atmosphere, 
hydrosphere and lithosphere or Earth’s 
surface.

The biophysical elements impose limits on 
the development and sustainability of all 
forms of urban environment. Conversely, 
the urban environment imposes significant 
human-induced change on the biophysical 
world. The understanding of this 
interconnection is particularly important in 
a world of increasing human numbers and 
pressure for resources on the biophysical 
environment (see FIGURE 1).

14.2.2 Effects on the atmosphere
Where sources of potentially dangerous gaseous emissions are high, such as from buildings, transport systems 
and industry, atmospheric pollution can be a problem. Examples such as hazy conditions, photochemical 
smogs, light and noise pollution and acid rain are significant problems that need to be addressed. Thus, the 
development of clean-air policies controlling emissions of gases into the atmosphere is important. Examples 
of such measures include the introduction of lead-free petrol, banning the burning of household waste and 
emission-control systems on factory furnaces.

Cities and industries have huge energy demands, and the by-product of this is heat. 
The ‘heat island effect’, whereby urban environment structures such as buildings 
and roads absorb heat from the sun, raises the temperature of the city environment 
compared to rural surrounds (see FIGURE 2).

The production of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane by urban 
environments is recognised as probably the greatest contemporary climate issue. Global 
warming leading to climate change is largely the result of emissions of these gases into the 
atmosphere, particularly in large urban centres.

urban environment    the human-
made or built structures and 
spaces in which people live, work 
and recreate on a day-to-day basis

biophysical environment    all 
elements or features of the natural 
or physical and the human or 
urban environment, including the 
interaction of these elements
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FIGURE 1  Interaction between the urban environment and the 
biophysical environment

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic you will be able to describe the four spheres that comprise the Earth’s biophysical 
environment, and explain the ways in which urban environments interconnect with these elements.
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14.2.3 Effects on the hydrosphere
As the urban environment is closely dependent on the hydrosphere, it is not surprising that water security and 
water rights are important management objectives for a sustainable future. One of the most important aims for 
urban planners is to ensure the supply of clean water and to manage the waste water from cities.

In general, all urban centres are trying to find increasing supplies of water for domestic and industrial 
consumption from rivers, groundwater and, more recently, desalinisation sources.

Infrastructure in the form of dams, pipelines, and artesian waters at the local level and 
major water management schemes such as the Snowy Mountains Scheme in Australia 
are ways that water is gathered. Water pollution caused by urban environments is 
also important as polluted waters are a risk to all life forms in any environment. 
Considerations for biomes and ecosystems of rivers, wetlands and swamps in terms of 
protecting habitats and maintaining biodiversity is also a major management aim.

water security    the reliable 
availability of acceptable quality 
water to sustain a population

water rights    refers to the right 
to use water from a water source 
such as a river, stream, pond or 
groundwater source
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FIGURE 3  Like those of many rivers in the world, the banks and channel of the 
Swan River have been heavily modified by people.
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FIGURE 2  The ‘heat island effect’ of cities
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14.2.4 Effects on the lithosphere
The ‘tar and cement’ structures that are our cities 
often cover vast areas of land (the built-up areas 
of greater Perth, for instance, cover more than 
6400 square kilometres). The associated problems 
include the disposal of the enormous amount 
of waste that cities produce, and the impacts on 
agriculture, plants and animal life in adjacent 
habitats and ecosystems.

Urban environment surfaces, such as footpaths, 
roads and carparks, generate two to six times 
more run-off than a natural surface. Rain that falls 
on roads and carparks can be contaminated with 
petroleum residues and other pollutants, which can 
then find their way into waterways.
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Resources

Interactivity Urban impacts on the environment (int-3301)

FIGURE 4  Dubai International Airport’s Terminal 3 is 
the largest airport terminal in the world; its carpark 
offers space for 100 000 cars. Consider the run-off 
generated by this surface.

14.2 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. What is the ‘bio’ part of the biophysical environment?
 2. Give reasons why urban environments can have such a major impact on the Earth’s atmosphere.
 3. Why do most of the large urban centres of the world have high-rise buildings?
 4. What is meant by the ‘heat island effect’?
 5. Why are water supplies a problem for large cities?

Apply your understanding

 6. How might rising sea levels, predicted to increase as a result of global warming, affect the place and space 
of a city such as New York?

 7. How will the supply of fresh water affect the development of cities in the future?

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Investigate additional topics > Place and liveability > Polluted cities
 • Investigate additional topics > Urbanisation > Mexico City

Explore more with

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 2, 3, 6

LEVEL 2
Questions
4, 7, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions
5, 9, 10
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14.3  The development of urban environments

14.3.1 Expansion of cities
The earliest cities emerged 
five to six thousand years ago 
in Mesopotamia (present-day 
Iraq), Egypt, India and China. 
These cities became centres for 
merchants, traders, government 
officials and craftspeople, and 
were dependent on agriculture 
and domesticated animals from 
surrounding rural areas.

Before 1800, over 90 per cent of 
the world’s population lived in 
rural agriculture-based societies. 
With the Industrial Revolution, 
people began to move from rural 
areas to find employment in the 
factories of the rapidly expanding 
industrialised cities. In 1850, only 
two cities in the world — London 
and Paris — had a population above one million. By 1900 there were 12, by 
1950 there were 83 and by 1990 there were 286. In 2018, more than 500 cities 
had populations of a million or more people; over half the global population 
now lives in urban areas.
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FIGURE 1  The region between the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers in 
Mesopotamia is often called the ‘cradle of civilisation’; it is here that the 
first urban centres developed.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic you will be able to:
 • describe how cities have developed over time
 • identify where the world’s biggest cities and the regions with a high proportion of urban dwellers are
 • explain some of the impacts of urban growth.

 8. Consider how the development of extensive public transport systems affects the environment. How can 
such systems lead to a more sustainable urban environment?

 9. Contrast the sustainability of car use with public transport in terms of positive and negative effects on the 
environment.

 10. Suggest ways that the biodiversity of plant species might be increased in an urban area.

For sample responses for every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

Industrial Revolution    the period 
from the mid 1700s into the 1800s 
that saw major technological 
changes in agriculture, 
manufacturing, mining and 
transportation, with far-reaching 
social and economic impacts
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Megacities
The term ‘megacity’ commonly refers to urban settlements of 10 million inhabitants or more. Currently, 
about 530 million people live in 33 megacities across the world. By 2030, the world is projected to have 
43 megacities that will be home to more than 750 million people.

Of the 20 largest megacities, only six are located in highly developed industrialised countries: Tokyo–
Yokohama, Seoul–Incheon, New York, Osaka–Kobe–Kyoto, Moscow and Los Angeles. Three-quarters of the 
world’s megacities are in developing countries; they include gigantic conurbations such as Jakarta, Manila and 
Karachi (see FIGURES 3 and 4).

Asia has by far the greatest proportion of the world’s large urban area population. 
Regions such as Oceania and Africa are less urbanised (see FIGURES 3, 4 and 5). For 
example, in Papua New Guinea (Oceania) and Burundi (East Africa) only  
10 per cent of the population is urbanised, whereas in Singapore this figure is  
100 per cent.

14.3.2 Impacts of the growth of urban environments
The United Nations predicts that by the year 2050, 70 per cent of the population 
in developed nations and 40 per cent in developing nation will live in large urban 
complexes. Rapid growth in city populations has led to problems such as urban 
sprawl, traffic congestion and air and water pollution, with significant impacts 
on the natural environment. Social problems such as unemployment; inadequate 
housing, infrastructure, water, sewerage and electricity supplies; pollution; and 
the spread of slums and crime are further problems. In addition, with prospects 
of climate change through global warming, many of the world’s coastal cities are 

megacity    a settlement with 
10 million or more inhabitants

conurbations    an urban area formed 
when two or more towns or cities 
(e.g. Tokyo and Yokohama) spread 
into and merge with each other

developing nation    a country whose 
economy is not well developed 
or diversified, although it may be 
showing growth in key areas such 
as agriculture, industries, tourism or 
telecommunications

urban sprawl    the spreading of 
urban developments into areas on 
the city boundary

infrastructure    the basic physical 
and organisational structures and 
facilities (e.g. buildings, roads, 
power supplies) needed for the 
operation of a society
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FIGURE 2  Distribution of the world’s population, 2018
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FIGURE 3  Percentage of urban population and urban agglomerations, 2018
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under threat from rising sea levels. The application of human–environment systems 
thinking will be the key to evaluating and solving these economic and social issues.

The United Nations estimates that a staggering 90 per cent of the worlds’ population 
growth is taking place in the cities of the developing nation. For many people in 
these countries, pressures such as extreme poverty, famine and civil unrest often 
‘push’ them away from rural areas towards cities, to which they are ‘pulled’ by the 
promise of jobs, shelter and protection.
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FIGURE 5  Proportion of global built-up urban area population, by region, 2019

FIGURE 6  Contrasts in urban development in the capital of the Philippines, Manila

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Investigate additional topics > Urbanisation > World urbanisation
 • Investigate additional topics > Urbanisation > Urbanisation in Australia

Explore more with

human–environment systems 
thinking    using thinking skills 
such as analysis and evaluation to 
understand the interaction of the 
human and biophysical or natural 
parts of the Earth’s environment
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14.4  Case studies in urban growth — Perth 
and Mumbai

14.4.1 CASE STUDY: Ever-sprawling Perth
Across the world, cities are expanding at a rapid rate, putting pressure on the built environment and the 
infrastructure that supports it, as well as the natural environments that are increasingly diminished. With 
metropolitan populations growing, cities around the world need to accommodate more people while reducing 
their urban sprawl.

The Perth Metropolitan Area, or Greater Perth, was the fastest growing capital city in Australia between 2011 
and 2015, with an 11.2 per cent growth rate; Melbourne and Sydney recorded much lower growth rates for 
the same period of 8.6 per cent and 6.8 per cent, respectively. However, while Melbourne and Sydney saw the 
majority of the growth in the urban centre, Perth experienced most growth in the outer suburbs, resulting in 
ever increasing urban sprawl (see FIGURE 1).
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14.3 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. 

Check your understanding

 1. When and where did the first cities develop?
 2. Why did cities experience rapid growth and development after the Industrial Revolution?
 3. What factors are driving the process of urbanisation in the world?
 4. In which regions of the world is urbanisation occurring most quickly? Why?
 5. What are some of the major economic and social issues facing rapidly developing cities in the world?

Apply your understanding

 6. Refer to FIGURE 2. What are the world’s two most populous nations?
 7. Study FIGURE 3. What proportion of the Australian population lives in urban areas? Explain why this is so, 

despite the fact that Australia has no megacities.
 8. What impact do you think global warming and rising sea levels will have on coastal cities around the world?
 9. What are some other urban problems, besides those mentioned in this subtopic, that arise as cities 

develop?
 10. What do you think are some of the advantages of living (a) in a large city, (b) in a small town and (c) on a 

farm? Which would you prefer? Why?

For sample responses for every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic you will be able to explain the issues associated with urban growth using two case 
studies: one in Australia (a developed country), the other in India (a rapidly developing country).

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 2, 4, 6

LEVEL 2
Questions
3, 7, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions
5, 9, 10
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Housing choice can also be attributed to Perth’s urban sprawl, with 77 per cent of dwellings being a separate 
house compared to 56.9 per cent in Sydney and 67.8 per cent in Melbourne. The result of this growth is 
increasing pressure on infrastructure and loss of biodiversity to surrounding natural environments.

Impacts of urban sprawl
The rural–urban fringe is typically the urban zone that is undergoing the most rapid change. Former 
farmland, market gardens and orchards are often sold off and new housing and 
industrial estates are built. These are usually low-density, planned estates sometimes 
built around a theme or geographical feature such as a built lake or wetland. Urban 
expansion into the rural–urban fringe has environmental, economic and social 
impacts.

Source: © Commonwealth of Australia. Australia State of the Environment 2016. Retrieved from https://soe.environment.gov.au/
theme/built-environment/topic/2016/increased-urban-footprint [online resource].
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Source: © Commonwealth of Australia. Australia State of the Environment 2016. Retrieved from https://soe.environment.gov.au/
theme/built-environment/topic/2016/increased-urban-footprint [online resource].
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FIGURE 1  Growth rates of Melbourne, Sydney and Perth, 2011–15

rural–urban fringe    the transition 
zone where rural (country) and 
urban (city) areas meet
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Pressure on infrastructure

A major problem of urban sprawl is the cost to provide infrastructure (for example, roads and other transport 
systems and services such as water, gas and electricity) to new areas on the rural–urban fringe. All new suburbs 
require essential services, such as shops and medical centres, to be built — which also comes at a cost.

Given the elongated nature of Greater Perth, the rate of car use here is one of the highest in the world, with 
more than 80 per cent of people travelling to work by car. With increasing traffic congestion, creating increased 
commute times and costing an estimated $2.1 billion annually, road infrastructure is under significant pressure.

Loss of biodiversity

The expansion of urban areas can significantly alter the natural environment. Clearing of vegetation can reduce 
habitat and biodiversity. Natural drainage and topography can be altered, with streams redirected or even converted 
to pipes. Today there is a growing awareness of the need to preserve environments as they provide important 
functions for wildlife and people. Perth is located in the south-west Australian ecoregion and the wetlands support an 
extensive range of plants and animals (see FIGURE 2). However, significant urban development in Perth has seen the 
wetlands continue to disappear to make way for houses and industrial areas and only 10 per cent of these wetlands 
survives. Many endemic species will be at risk if the wetlands continue to be altered.

Moving into the future
With Greater Perth already stretching 150 kilometres from Two Rocks in the north to Bouvard in the south, more 
needs to be done to curb urban sprawl while also providing housing for 3.5 million people that are predicted 
to live there by 2050. The ‘Perth and Peel @ 3.5 million’ plan has been developed by the Western Australia 
Government to sustainably manage Perth’s urban growth using urban infilling and by increasing the population 
density. The project aims to increase density and infilling around METRONET transport hubs, which will allow 
people to be better connected to the CBD while also taking pressure of the road infrastructure.

Increasing density in established suburbs

To increase the density of housing in older suburbs, one idea is to establish 
activity centres. These consist of higher density housing in specific locations, 
where people shop, work, meet, relax and live in the local environment. They 
are centred around existing infrastructure, transport networks, population 

urban infilling    the division of 
larger house sites into multiple 
sites for new homes
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FIGURE 2  Forrestdale Lake, Perth
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shopping centres, employment opportunities and community facilities. New housing tends to be medium-rise 
apartments (three to five storeys) built along main transport routes. East Green, a new residential area located 
in Greenwood, 17 kilometres from the Perth CBD, is an example of increasing density in an established suburb 
(see FIGURE 3). The community, which will be built on a demolished primary school site, will have a variety of 
houses and apartments suitable for higher density living and will maximise the use of existing infrastructure.

Urban infilling

Urban infilling is the process of using the existing space in the CBD, either green space or manufacturing spaces 
that are no longer used, to create high-density living. Infill development within urban areas will contribute 
significantly to housing diversity and choice, providing opportunities for affordable living and a connected 
community. The Riverside redevelopment on the banks of the Swan River, next to the CBD, is an example of 
urban infilling (see FIGURE 4). The redevelopment will have around 4000 new apartments and townhouses to 
accommodate around 7000 people and will become a sports, recreation and entertainment precinct.
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FIGURE 3  Photo of Frasers Property Australia and Department of Communities East Green development

FIGURE 4  Riverside redevelopment location
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14.4.2 CASE STUDY: The growth of Mumbai
Located in the western Indian state of Maharashtra, Mumbai is the most populous city in India and the ninth 
most populous city in the world, with a population of over 20 million in 2019. In 2009, Mumbai was named 
an alpha world city. Although the richest city in India, with the highest gross domestic product (GDP) of 
any city in south, west or central Asia, it also has much sub-standard housing and many of its residents live in 
squalor.

The large numbers of people and rapid population growth have contributed to serious social, economic and 
environmental problems for Mumbai. Mumbai’s business opportunities, and its potential to offer a higher 
standard of living, attract migrants from all over India seeking employment and a better way of life. In turn, 
this has made the city a melting pot of many communities and cultures. In 2019, the population density 
was estimated to be around 20 000 persons per square kilometre, and the living space just 8 square metres per 
person.

Despite government attempts to discourage 
the influx of people, the city’s population 
grew by more than 4 per cent between 2001 
and 2011, and by a staggering 61.8 per cent 
between 2011 and 2019 (see TABLE 1). The 
number of migrants to Mumbai from outside 
Maharashtra during the ten-year period from 
2001 to 2011 was over one million, which 
amounted to 54.8 per cent of the net addition 
to the population of Mumbai.

Many newcomers end up in abject poverty, 
often living in slums or sleeping in the 
streets. By 2017, an estimated 62 per cent 
of the city’s inhabitants lived in slum 
conditions. Some areas of Mumbai city have population densities of around 46 000 
per square kilometre — among the highest in the world.

Challenges
Mumbai suffers from the same major urbanisation problems that are seen in many 
fast-growing cities in developing countries: widespread poverty and unemployment, 
urban sprawl, traffic congestion, inadequate sanitation, poor public health, poor 
civic and educational standards, and pollution. These pose serious threats to the 
quality of life in the city for a large section 
of the population. Automobile exhausts 
and industrial emissions, for example, 
contribute to serious air pollution, which 
is reflected in a high incidence of chronic 
respiratory problems. With available land at 
a premium, Mumbai residents often reside 
in cramped, relatively expensive housing, 
usually far from workplaces and therefore 
commute long distances on crowded public 
transport or clogged roadways (see FIGURE 

5). Although many live in close proximity 
to bus or train stations, suburban residents 
spend a significant amount of time travelling 
southwards to the main commercial district.
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FIGURE 5  Mumbai train rush hour

TABLE 1  Population growth in Mumbai

Census Population % change

1971 5 970 575 —

1981 8 243 405 38.1

1991 9 925 891 20.4

2001 11 914 398 20.0

2011 12 478 447 4.7

2019* 20 185 064 61.8

Source: *2019 data: Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development 
Authority. All other data is based on Government of India Census, 
conducted every ten years.

alpha world city    a city generally 
considered to be an important 
part in the global economic 
system

gross domestic product 
(GDP)    the value of all goods 
and services produced within a 
country in a given period, usually 
discussed in terms of GDP per 
capita (total GDP divided by the 
population of the country)

slum    rundown area of a city with 
substandard housing
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The Dharavi slum
Dharavi, Asia’s second-largest 
slum, is located in central 
Mumbai. Stretching across 220 
hectares of land, it is home to 
more than one million people 
(see FIGURE 6). In Dharavi, it 
is estimated that there is only 
one toilet for every 200 people. 
This results in floods of human 
excrement during the monsoon 
season. Much of the water 
becomes contaminated because 
of this, and death rates tend 
to be significantly higher in 
Mumbai’s slums than in upper- 
and middle-class areas.

Dharavi’s recycling entrepreneurs
Hidden amid Dharavi’s labyrinth of ramshackle huts and squalid open sewers are an estimated 20 000 single-
room factories, employing around a quarter of a million people and turning over a staggering US$1 billion 
each year through recycling and other trades such as the production of pottery, textiles and leather goods.

In developed countries, communities recycle because there is the understanding that it contributes to sustaining 
the planet’s resources. However, for some of the poorest people in the developing world, recycling often isn’t a 
choice, but rather a necessity of life.

In India, it is estimated that anywhere between 1.5 million and 4 million people make their living by recycling 
waste. At least 300 000 of these live and work in Mumbai. These people are known as ‘ragpickers’ and are 
made up of India’s poorest and most marginalised groups (see FIGURE 7). The ragpickers wade through piles of 
unwanted goods to salvage easily recyclable materials such as glass, metal and plastic, which are then sold to 
scrap dealers who process the waste and sell it on either to be recycled or to be used directly by the industry.

Due to the lack of formal 
systems of waste collection, it 
falls to Mumbai’s ragpickers 
to provide this basic service 
for fellow citizens. Without 
them, solid waste and 
domestic garbage would not 
even be collected, let alone 
sorted or recycled. Despite 
many of the social and ethical 
controversies surrounding 
the recycling industry in 
India, Dharavi is seen as the 
‘ecological heart of Mumbai’, 
recycling up to 85 per cent of 
all waste material produced by 
the city, an excellent example 
of human–environment 
systems thinking in action.

FIGURE 7  Ragpickers
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FIGURE 6  Dharavi
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An uncertain future
There are plans to demolish and redevelop Dharavi, as Mumbai is working on a facelift in order to become a 
world city. This redevelopment would transform the slum into a series of high-rise housing facilities, and each 
of Dharavi’s 57 000 registered families would get 21 square metres of living space.

However, many Dharavi residents do not support this plan, as they are content with their current lifestyle. Most 
residents of the slum do not mind squatting near Mahim Creek, and prefer not to have their own flush toilets. 
Most are working and making a living, and many have lived their entire lives in Dharavi and do not want to 
trade their culture for a redeveloped life.
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Resources

Interactivity Changes on the rural–urban fringe (int-3302)

14.4 ACTIVITIES

 1. Working with a partner or in small groups, undertake a fieldwork investigation of your local area in terms of:
 • the types of dwellings
 • transport facilities and issues
 • shopping and other community services available
 • amount of open spaces and parkland, and associated recreation facilities
 • how ‘liveable’ it is. (Consult your local council or conduct a survey of local residents).
Document your findings in a report, including maps, photographs and data (e.g. tables, pie charts), and list 
any references.
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching, Analysing  
 Geography concept: Place

 2. Search for and watch some of the YouTube videos about Dharavi. Create a one-page infographic detailing life 
in the slum. Consider questions such as:

 • How many people live there and what are living conditions like?
 • What work is done here?
 • What are the risks to health and what could be done to improve the situation?
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching, Communicating and reflecting  
 Geography concept: Place

 3. Find out more about the natural and human influences on the development of cities. Examples for research 
could include Canberra, Australia (a planned city); Cape Town, South Africa (a port city); Rotenburg, Germany 
(a walled city); Geneva, Switzerland (where a river meets a lake); Johannesburg, South Africa (near a mining 
site); Chicago, United States (where north–south and east–west railway routes cross); Jerusalem, Israel (an 
ancient religious city); Bath, England (located at the site of a natural supply of mineral waters).
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching  

Geography concept: Space

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Investigate additional topics > Changing nations > Urbanisation in Australia

Explore more with
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14.5  Factors in urban decline

14.5.1 Environmental factors
Over time, all forms of urban environments will deteriorate with age and require renovation or renewal. 
Extreme atmospheric events such as cyclones, hurricanes and tornadoes, which exhibit strong winds and 
flooding rains, can have devastating short-term impacts on urban environments. Longer term events such as 
desertification and climate change can also have negative impacts.

Movements of the Earth such as those due to earthquakes and volcanic eruptions can also destroy urban 
environments. One well-documented example is the eruption of Mt Vesuvius in Italy in 79 CE, which 
completely buried the cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum under volcanic ash (see 
FIGURE 1).

Tsunamis are also a significant hazard that can lead to the destruction of settlements. 
On 22 December 2018, for example, the coastline regions of Banten and Lampung in 
Indonesia were devastated by a 3-metre tsunami triggered by an underwater landslide 
following the volcanic eruption of Anak Krakatau.

14.4 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Check your understanding

 1. What are the two main ways that additional housing can be established in an expanding city?
 2. Study FIGURE 1. Describe the areas of Sydney, Melbourne and Perth that experience the most growth. 

Explain why these patterns occur differently across the three cities.
 3. Explain how urban sprawl has affected the environment in Perth.
 4. Suggest how urban planners can reduce some of the environmental, social and economic impacts of 

expansion into the rural–urban fringe.
 5. Outline the various challenges that Mumbai faces.

Apply your understanding

 6. Construct a table to compare the social, environmental and economic impacts of urban sprawl with those of 
urban infilling and increased high-density living.

 7. Refer to the Riverside development in Perth and predict some challenges that can come from developing 
land next to a river.

 8. What would be the social, environmental and economic benefits of ragpickers?
 9. List the advantages and disadvantages of replacing slums with high-rise low-income housing.

For sample responses for every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

desertification    the 
transformation of land once 
suitable for agriculture into desert 
by processes such as climate 
change or human practices such 
as deforestation and overgrazing
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LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of the subtopic you will be able to explain the environmental and human factors that can lead to the 
decline of urban environments.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 3, 7

LEVEL 2
Questions
2, 5, 6, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions
4, 9
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Hundreds of lives were lost and 
many villages were destroyed. 
Residents were forced to relocate 
until restoration works could 
be completed. Similarly, as a 
result of a massive earthquake 
and resultant tsunami in Japan 
in 2011, towns such as Otsuchi 
underwent significant change. 
Thousands of people simply 
left the region — the lack of 
employment opportunities and 
the risk associated with living 
in a disaster-prone region 
combining to drive people to 
move elsewhere.

14.5.2 Human factors
Human factors, which include changes in the social, economic and political elements of a region, can also be 
a cause of the decline of cities and their urban environment. The destructive effects of war on the social fabric 
and economy of a nation, which have significant impacts on urban environments, are one example.

Angkor, the capital of the Khmer 
Empire in Cambodia, and thought 
to be the largest city in the world 
at the time, was abandoned in 
the fifteenth century due to a 
combination of wars and a series 
of droughts. The destruction of 
its economy, which was based on 
management of water and rice 
production, meant the city was 
no longer viable. The elaborate 
Khmer temples constructed in the 
twelfth century (see FIGURE 2) 
have now become popular 
tourist attractions; more than two 
million people visit these sites 
each year.

In modern times, there are 
many examples of towns and 
cities with extensive urban 
environments that have declined. Some reasons for change include depletion of mineral supplies and mining 
operations, changes in demand for industrial production and manufactured goods, and economic downturn. 
An example of an urban project that failed due a downturn in the Turkish economy 
is that of Burg Al Babas. The project started in 2014 but went into bankruptcy in 
2018; the chateau-style houses remained unoccupied in 2019 (see FIGURE 3).

Other examples of urban environments that have declined due to human-induced 
factors can be seen in FIGURE 4.

economic downturn    a recession 
or downturn in economic 
activity that includes increased 
unemployment and decreased 
consumer spending
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FIGURE 2  Main temple complex, Angkor Wat, Cambodia

FIGURE 1  Ruins of the city of Pompeii with Mt Vesuvius in the 
background
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FIGURE 3  Burj Al Babas, Turkey, is a ghost town due to a downturn in the economy.

Wittenoom, Australia
Abandoned in 2006 after
asbestos in the area
caused major human
health issues

Oradour-sur-Glane, France
Deserted in 1944 but kept
as a memorial after its
population was massacred
during World War II 

Pripyat near Chernobyl, Ukraine
Abandoned in 1986 after nuclear
accident and radiation contamination

Ghost town, Bodie, United States
Abandoned after gold-mining
boom concluded in 1915

Kowloon (shanty town),
Hong Kong
Abandoned and then demolished
by government order in 1993 to
‘clean up the city, reduce squalor
and crime’

Note: This photograph was taken
prior to the demolition of Kowloon.

FIGURE 4  Cities abandoned due to changing human and physical factors
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14.5.3 CASE STUDY: Venice, a sinking city
Urban centres that are built on low-lying coastal plains, where features such as river deltas, wetlands, lagoons, 
sand dunes, bars and barriers are found, are susceptible to the environmental impacts of the sea.

Storms and high tides, when combined, can lead to destructive surges that cause erosion and damage to cities. 
The prospect of rising sea levels as a result of global warming-induced ice cap melting will require specialised 
management techniques such as the construction of coastal defence works to protect property and life.

Venice, Italy, is a city built on mud islands in a coastal lagoon at the head of the Adriatic Sea (see FIGURES 5 
and 6). Although Venice has a population of only around 270 000, its historical architecture, life on the canals 
and cultural events such as Carnevale attract around 20 million tourists per year. Not surprisingly, the Venetians 
are keen to protect their heritage and manage the impacts of erosion and rising sea levels into the future.

Why is Venice sinking?
When Venice was established almost 2000 years ago, the sea level was 2 metres lower than current levels and 
buildings seemed secure from the impacts of the sea. Over time the sea level has risen and in more recent 
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FIGURE 5  Venice and surrounding areas

FIGURE 6  Aerial view of Venice showing the built area in the lagoons and 
the canals

river deltas    a landform 
composed of deposited 
sediments at the mouth of a river 
where it flows into the sea

lagoon    a shallow body of water 
separated from the sea by a sand 
barrier or coral reef

historical architecture    urban 
environment that has significant 
value due to its unique form and 
history of development
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times this rate of increase has accelerated due to global warming. Also affecting the stability of buildings was 
the removal of fresh water from artesian wells near Venice in the 1950s. This practice, which fortunately has 
stopped, led to building subsidence.

Floods or aqua alta
Venetians refer to floods as aqua alta or ‘high 
water’. Flooding events occur each year, usually 
between autumn and spring, and their intensity 
varies. In October 2018, high sea waters with a 
depth of 1.56 metres above average sea levels 
submerged nearly two-thirds of the city. A 
combination of high tides and winds forced 
waters over the canal banks and into buildings 
and public areas (see FIGURE 7). These types of 
flooding events make life difficult for locals and 
tourists as buildings and public areas are flooded 
and transport is restricted, with some boats unable 
to fit under bridges. The actual number of tourists 
is another significant problem for Venice — in the busy season, tourist numbers can reach 60 000 per day. 
Management plans and limits to tourist numbers are now under consideration.

Reducing the impact of floods
Completed in 2018, the MOSE (MOdulo Sperimentale Elettromeccanico) or Experimental Electromechanical 
Module Project aims to reduce the impact of floods on Venice. It consists of rows of mobile gates that are able 
to isolate the lagoon and canals from high tides above 110 centimetres (to a maximum of three metres). The 
project has been criticised by some who say that flushing of the canals would be reduced and the huge cost of 
the project cannot be justified as it may only be effective for a few years if sea levels continue to rise.
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FIGURE 7  Flooding in Venice

14.5 ACTIVITIES

 1. Use the internet to find out about the decline of the cities of Gary and Detroit in the United States, and make 
a list of reasons why these cities have declined and how they might be reinvigorated.
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching  

Geography concepts: Place, Space
 2. Use the internet to research and learn more about the MOSE project in Venice. Create a labelled diagram to 

show how it will work.
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching, Communicating and reflecting

 3. Select a capital city in Australia and find out more about the impact of rising sea levels on suburbs close to 
the coast. How might the social and economic impacts of rising sea levels be managed?
 HASS skills: Questioning and researching  

Geography concept: Space

14.5 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 4, 5, 7

LEVEL 2
Questions
3, 6, 8, 9

LEVEL 3
Questions
2, 10, 11
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14.6  Future challenges for sustainable urban 
environments

14.6.1 The influence of technology
Throughout human history cities have changed as new forms of technology have developed. For instance, 
high-rise buildings such as skyscrapers could not exist without the modern cement-and-steel methods of 
construction and development of high-speed lifts. What will be the nature of cities as technology progresses, 
and how can the social, economic and environmental elements of cities develop and be managed in a fair and 
sustainable manner?

14.6.2 Managing urbanisation
The United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have been developed as a set of ambitious 
aims to achieving an improved and sustainable future for everyone on the planet. The SDGs inform bodies that 
have an interest in urban development, including UN-Habitat, ComHabitat (Commonwealth Habitat), the Cities 
Alliance and the World Bank. These agencies aim to address the urban challenges of the twenty-first century 
with a focus on social and economic management criteria. The SDGs are shown in FIGURE 1.
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LEARNING INTENTION

By the end of this subtopic you will be able to:
 • describe the projected urban growth of the future
 • explain the challenges that this growth presents
 • recommend sustainable approaches to development that aim to tackle these challenges.

Check your understanding

 1. What environmental hazards can lead to destruction or damage to urban environments?
 2. Why was the town of Pripyat near Chernobyl in the Ukraine abandoned? What reasons can you put forward 

to explain why cities decline over time?
 3. Why was water essential to the survival and decline of the city of Angkor?
 4. Where is Venice located?
 5. What aspects of its landscape make the city of Venice vulnerable to flooding?
 6. How would you employ human–environment systems thinking to solve the flooding of Venice? (Hint: Make a 

list of environmental impacts and human management responses.)

Apply your understanding

 7. What impact might a rise in the sea level have on a city such as Venice?
 8. If ore bodies are depleted in the mining town of Broken Hill, how might the town sustain its existence into 

the future?
 9. Is there a future for ghost towns? Explain your view.
 10. Outline the MOSE Project in Venice and explain how it is expected to work in holding back the sea.
 11. Evaluate the MOSE Project in terms of its:

 a. environmental impact
 b. social impact (i.e. its value in preserving a unique city with a long history).

For sample responses for every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.
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It has been estimated by UN studies that the global urban population, which is currently around 55 per cent 
(4.2 billion), will increase to about 5.1 billion in 2030, meaning that  over 60 per cent of the world’s total 
population will be living in cities. This increase means that another billion people will need new housing, 
basic urban infrastructure and services. To achieve this, the equivalent of seven new megacities will need to be 
created annually (see FIGURE 2).
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FIGURE 1  The 17 Sustainable Development Goals
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FIGURE 2  Urban population (a) 2018 and (b) projected for 2030
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14.6.3 What are the challenges for cities?
Many cities in the world face environmental, social and economic challenges. Issues such as extensive areas of 
slum housing and a general lack of infrastructure to support what may be called a socially and economically 
just lifestyle undermine the sustainability of these environments. Particularly in the poorest or least developed 
countries, there are significant environmental management issues associated with large cities. Some of these 
are detailed in TABLE 1. Note that there are issues even in cities that could be called wealthy or most developed.
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TABLE 1  Urban challenges

Level Challenges to be addressed to ensure a sustainable urban environment

Least developed countries  • Poverty and inequality
 • Rapid and chaotic development of slum housing
 • Increasing demand for housing, urban infrastructure, services and 

employment
 • Education and employment needs of the majority population of young people
 • Shortage of skills in the urban environment sector

Transition countries  • Slow (or even negative) population growth and ageing
 • Shrinking cities and deteriorating buildings and infrastructure
 • Urban sprawl and preservation of inner-city heritage buildings
 • Growing demand for housing and facilities by an emerging wealthy class
 • Severe environmental pollution from old industries
 • Rapid growth of vehicle ownership
 • Financing of local authorities to meet additional responsibilities

Developed countries  • Recent mortgage and housing markets crises
 • Unemployment and impoverishment due to changing availability of jobs
 • Large energy use of cities caused by car dependence, huge waste production 

and urban sprawl
 • Slow population growth, ageing and shrinking of some cities
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14.6.4 How can we plan for the future?
By promoting sustainable urban environments at all levels of scale (local, regional, 
national and global), problems can be overcome.

Some management strategies that will foster socially, economically and 
environmentally sustainable urban environments include:

 • building energy-efficient houses using energy sources that reduce the ecological 
footprint of cities

 • reducing waste by recycling and reusing materials
 • improving public transport systems to reduce reliance on cars
 • redeveloping to include medium-density housing to reduce urban sprawl
 • exchanging ideas between governments about planning and building policies and 

best and successful practice in design.
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FIGURE 3  Vertical gardens can be used to add green spaces to medium- and high-density housing 
developments.

ecological footprint    a measure 
of human demand on the Earth’s 
natural systems in general 
and ecosystems in particular; 
the amount of productive land 
required by each person in the 
world for food, water, transport, 
housing, waste management and 
other purposes

medium-density housing    a form 
of residential development such 
as detached, semi-attached and 
multi-unit housing that can range 
from about 25 to 80 dwellings per 
hectare

Resources

Interactivity Where am I? (int-3303)

Deepen your understanding of this topic with related case studies and questions.
 • Investigate additional topics > Urbanisation > Brisbane: an eco-city

Explore more with
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14.6 EXERCISE

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. 

Check your understanding

 1. Globally, how many people will need new housing in 2030  based on current predictions of urbanisation?
 2. Refer to FIGURE 1. What are the SDGs and why were they developed?
 3. Refer to FIGURE 1. Which of the SDGs do you think relate to the issue of sustainable urbanisation? Explain 

your view.
 4. From TABLE 1, identify the urban challenges that relate to life in Australia.
 5. List three management strategies for sustaining urban environments and explain the contribution that each 

of these would make.

Apply your understanding

 6. How would migration help solve the problems of ageing populations in developed Western cities?
 7. Using TABLE 1, explain why the urban challenges are different for least developed, transition and 

developed countries.
 8. It has been said that if all nations had the same ecological footprint as the developed countries (e.g. the 

United States, Australia and most European nations), we would need four new worlds the size of planet 
Earth to accommodate the growth in resource consumption. In what ways can we achieve energy, food and 
water security with an aim of sustainability into the future?

 9. Which of the SDGs will directly improve social conditions in urban environments? Give reasons for your 
answer.

 10. Which of the SDGs will directly improve environmental conditions in urban environments? Give reasons for 
your answer.

For sample responses for every question, go to www.jacplus.com.au.

Learning pathways

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 2, 3, 6

LEVEL 2
Questions
4, 9, 10

LEVEL 3
Questions
5, 7, 8
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14.7  Thinking Big research project — Slum 
improvement proposal
Scenario
It is widely known that the slums of megacities create significant issues which have an impact on human 
wellbeing. Hence, slums have been identified by the SDGs as needing sustainable solutions to improve the 
social, economic and environmental futures of their inhabitants.

You have been employed by the local council in one of the world’s megacities to carry out a study identifying 
issues associated with life in the city’s slums, and to develop a plan for improving living conditions for slum 
residents.

Task
With reference to at least three of the 17 SDGs, develop social, economic and environmental plans for 
sustainable change to your chosen megacity slum.

You should incorporate your research findings in a proposal to the council of your selected megacity, outlining 
identified issues and recommended management strategies to improve the livelihood of the people who live in 
the slum.

Your proposal can be presented in written report form or alternatively as a PowerPoint presentation, with 
comprehensive text information, annotated images, diagrams and maps.
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Process
 • Open the ProjectsPLUS application in the Resources for this topic. Click on the Start new project button 

to enter the project due date and set up your project group so you can work collaboratively. Working in 
small groups will allow you to swap ideas and share responsibility for the project. Save your settings and 
the project will be launched.

 • Navigate to the Research forum, where you will find starter topics loaded to guide your research. You 
can add further topics to the Research forum if you wish. When you have completed your research, you 
can print out the Research report in the Research forum to easily view all the information you have 
gathered, if you wish.

 • In the Media centre you will find an assessment rubric and some weblinks that will provide a useful 
starting point for your research.

 • Conduct research into living conditions in your chosen slum.
 • Create or locate a map (including BOLTSS) showing the location of the slum.
 • Create a summary table outlining the social, economic and environmental issues that are matters  

of concern.
 • Provide relevant data in table or graph form.
 • Provide annotated images where appropriate to illustrate areas of concern.
 • Research the SDGs and identify the three (minimum) goals that you will focus on in tackling these 

concerns. Add the details of these SDGs to your table, providing a brief description of what each SDG 
aims to achieve, and which aspects of the goal will be addressed by your proposal.

 • Devise sustainable social, economic and environmental actions to address your identified issues. If 
possible, include diagrams and/or photographs of strategies currently being employed in different places 
that might be used or adapted to your selected megacity and its slums.

 • Evaluate which of your suggested strategies would be most effective based on:
 • economic viability (affordability)
 • social justice (fairness for all people)
 • environmental benefit (minimal negative environmental impact and with future sustainability).
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 • Make concluding recommendations based on your research and evaluation of options.
 • Ensure that you have completed all elements of the task and, when satisfied, submit your proposal to your 

teacher for assessment.
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Resources

ProjectsPLUS Thinking Big research project — Slum improvement proposal (pro-0216)
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 14.8  Review
14.8.1 Key knowledge summary
14.2 Cities’ impact on the environment

 • Urbanisation has led to significant changes to the natural environment, including changes to the 
atmosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere.

14.3 The development of urban environments
 • Large urban complexes are a recent phenomenon in the world’s history.
 • The modern trend is for people to move to urban complexes seeking improvement in lifestyle, but this 

means having to cope with socioeconomic and environmental challenges in the urban environment, such 
as congestion, crime, pollution and social isolation.

 • Megacities, while offering opportunities for work and access to multiple services, can have issues such as 
slums and poor waste management.

 • Dealing with the impacts of cities on air and water quality is a major issue.
 • Urban sprawl in large urban complexes is a major problem for city planners.

14.4 Case studies in urban growth — Perth and Mumbai
 • Urban infilling and increasing density are two methods of creating more living space in existing  

urban areas.
 • Expansion into the rural–urban fringe leads to urban sprawl, which has economic and environmental 

impacts.
 • Rapid urban growth in Mumbai has created challenges relating to human wellbeing, urban sprawl, traffic 

congestion and infrastructure needs.

14.5 Factors in urban decline
 • Natural and human-induced changes can lead to processes that build up and lead to the decline of urban 

complexes.
 • Events such as natural and human-induced disasters have large impacts on urban complexes.
 • The depletion of resources can lead to urban decline.
 • Low-lying coastal cities can be subject to the destructive forces of storms, and this can affect tourism if 

the city is a popular holiday destination.
 • Rising sea levels caused by global warming are an additional problem requiring new directions in 

management and urban planning.

14.6 Future challenges for sustainable urban environments
 • Urban populations are predicted to continue to grow, with megacities being a magnet for rural dwellers.
 • Careful management of urban complexes is required so that they may be sustained and offer a good 

quality of life for their inhabitants.
 • The management of sustainable cities must draw inspiration from the Sustainable Development Goals 

established by the United Nations.
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14.8.2 Key terms

14.8.3 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

alpha world city    a city generally considered to be an important part in the global economic system

biophysical environment    all elements or features of the natural or physical and the human or urban environment, including the 
interaction of these elements

conurbations    an urban area formed when two or more towns or cities (e.g. Tokyo and Yokohama) spread into and merge with 
each other

desertification    the transformation of land once suitable for agriculture into desert by processes such as climate change or 
human practices such as deforestation and overgrazing

developing nation    a country whose economy is not well developed or diversified, although it may be showing growth in key 
areas such as agriculture, industries, tourism or telecommunications

economic downturn    a recession or downturn in economic activity that includes increased unemployment and decreased 
consumer spending

ecological footprint    a measure of human demand on the Earth’s natural systems in general and ecosystems in particular; the 
amount of productive land required by each person in the world for food, water, transport, housing, waste management and 
other purposes

gross domestic product (GDP)    the value of all goods and services produced within a country in a given period, usually 
discussed in terms of GDP per capita (total GDP divided by the population of the country)

historical architecture    urban environment that has significant value due to its unique form and history of development

human–environment systems thinking    using thinking skills such as analysis and evaluation to understand the interaction of 
the human and biophysical or natural parts of the Earth’s environment

Industrial Revolution    the period from the mid 1700s into the 1800s that saw major technological changes in agriculture, 
manufacturing, mining and transportation, with far-reaching social and economic impacts

infrastructure    the basic physical and organisational structures and facilities (e.g. buildings, roads, power supplies) needed for 
the operation of a society

lagoon    a shallow body of water separated from the sea by a sand barrier or coral reef

medium-density housing    a form of residential development such as detached, semi-attached and multi-unit housing that can 
range from about 25 to 80 dwellings per hectare

megacity    a settlement with 10 million or more inhabitants

river deltas    a landform composed of deposited sediments at the mouth of a river where it flows into the sea

rural–urban fringe    the transition zone where rural (country) and urban (city) areas meet

slum    rundown area of a city with substandard housing

urban environment    the human-made or built structures and spaces in which people live, work and recreate on a day-to-day basis

urban infilling    the division of larger house sites into multiple sites for new homes

urban renewal    redevelopment of old urban areas including the modernisation of household interiors

urban sprawl    the spreading of urban developments into areas on the city boundary

water rights    refers to the right to use water from a water source such as a river, stream, pond or groundwater source

water security    the reliable availability of acceptable quality water to sustain a population

Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

How far can our urban environments spread before they become unsustainable?

 1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has your 
learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

 2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question, outlining your views.
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 14.8  Review exercise
Multiple choice
 1. The biophysical environment consists of which four elements?
 A. Atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, biosphere
 B. Earth, wind, fire, water
 C. Atmosphere, aquasphere, lithosphere, biosphere
 D. Atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, earthsphere

 2. How many inhabitants does a city need to be classified as a megacity?
 A. At least 20 million
 B. At least 10 million
 C. At least 5 million
 D. At least 12 million

 3. Which region has the highest proportion of global built-up urban area population?
 A. North America
 B. Asia
 C. Europe
 D. Africa

 4. Which was Australia’s fastest growing capital city between 2011 and 2015?
 A. Melbourne
 B. Sydney
 C. Gold coast
 D. Perth

 5. What practice does ‘urban infilling’ refer to?
 A. The infilling of former waste sites into parklands
 B. The infilling of former industrial areas into small sites for new homes
 C. The division of larger house sites into multiple sites for new homes
 D. The division of larger house sites into new schools

 6. Which organisation is responsible for the Sustainable Development Goals?
 A. United Nations
 B. UNICEF
 C. World Bank
 D. World Trade Organization

 7. By promoting sustainable urban environments at all levels of scale, problems can be overcome. Which 
options describe the levels of scale?

 A. Large scale and local scale
 B. Local, regional, national and global
 C. National and global
 D. Local and regional

Resources

eWorkbooks Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-6221)
Reflection (ewbk-6220)
Crossword (ewbk-6219)
Student Learning Matrix (ewbk-6212)

Interactivity Sustaining urban environments crossword (int-7674)
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 8. Strategies for sustainable urban environment include which options?
 A. Building energy-efficient houses
 B. Increasing waste by expanding landfill
 C. Improving public transport systems to reduce reliance on cars
 D. Redeveloping to include medium-density housing to reduce urban sprawl

Refer to TABLE 1 to answer questions 9 and 10.

 9. Which city has the same population in the 2015 and 2025 figures?
 A. Tokyo
 B. Delhi
 C. Shanghai
 D. New York

 10. Which city, not seen in either the 1950 or 2015 figures, is expected to jump to within the top three highest 
populations in 2025?

 A. Mumbai
 B. New York
 C. Tokyo
 D. Dhaka

Short answer
 11. It is hoped that modern technology will transform energy use in urban complexes to more environmentally 

friendly and sustainable formats.
 a. Study FIGURE 1 and make summary comments on the use of energy in various high and low energy use 

nations of the world.
 b. What aspects of urban environments and their infrastructure can be used to account for more sustainable 

energy use in various nations?
 c. What different types of energy use could make consumption more environmentally friendly and 

sustainable?

TABLE 1  Population of the 10 largest cities, 1950 to 2025

Rank 1950 population 2015 population 2025 population

1 New York (12.3) Tokyo (37.8) Tokyo (35.2)

2 London (8.7) Jakarta (30.5) Mumbai (26.4)

3 Tokyo (6.9) Delhi (24.9) Delhi (22.5)

4 Paris (5.4) Manila (24.0) Dhaka (22.0)

5 Moscow (5.4) Seoul (23.4) Sao Paulo (21.4)

6 Shanghai (5.3) Shanghai (23.4) Mexico City (21.0)

7 Essen (5.3) Karachi (22.1) New York (20.6)

8 Buenos Aires (5.0) Beijing (21.0) Kolkata (20.6)

9 Chicago (4.9) New York (20.6) Shanghai (19.4)

10 Kolkata (4.4) Guangzhou (20.6) Karachi (19.1)

Source: United Nations (1950 & 2025); Demographia (2015). 
Note: All population figures are in millions.
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 12. Desalinisation plants have been built in a number of Australia’s main cities to solve water resource 
problems.

 a. Investigate how a desalinisation plants operates.
 b. How may desalinisation plants solve the problem of water supply to capital cities?
 13. Most Australians would perceive slums negatively. Refer to the case study of Dharavi, India, in  

subtopic 14.4. How does each of the following support a more positive perception of slums?
 • The role of ragpickers
 • Recycling
 14. ‘Let it sink. Venice is not worth saving.’ Write an argument that supports and then an argument that would 

challenge this viewpoint.

Source: www.worldmapper.org

FIGURE 1  World energy use cartogram. The size of a country is proportional to the percentage of world  
energy usage.
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RESOURCE SUMMARY Resources

This is a summary of the digital resources you will find online for topic 14 to help support your learning and deepen 
your understanding. When you see these icons next to an image or paragraph, go to learnON to access video 
eLessons, interactivities, weblinks and other support material for this topic.

14.1 Overview
 eWorkbook

 • Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-6221)

 Video eLesson
 • Sprawling cities (eles-1712)

14.2 Cities’ impact on the environment
 Interactivity

 • Urban impacts on the environment (int-3301)
 MyWorld Atlas

 • Polluted cities
 • Mexico City

14.3 The development of urban 
environments

 eWorkbook
 •  The growth of urban areas (ewbk-6213)

 MyWorld Atlas
 • World urbanisation
 • Urbanisation in Australia

14.4 Case studies in urban growth — 
Perth and Mumbai

 eWorkbook
 • Ragpickers in India (ewbk-6216)

 Interactivity
 • Changes on the rural–urban fringe (int-3302)

 MyWorld Atlas
 • Urbanisation in Australia

14.5 Factors in urban decline
 eWorkbook

 • Urban decline (ewbk-6215) 
 • Sustaining urban areas in Venice (ewbk-6217) 

14.6 Future challenges for sustainable 
urban environments

 eWorkbook
 • How do cities change the environment? (ewbk-6214) 
 • A house for the future (ewbk-6218))

 Interactivity
 • Where am I? (int-3303)

 MyWorld Atlas
 • Brisbane: an eco-city

14.7 Thinking Big research project — 
Slum improvement proposal

 ProjectsPLUS
 • Thinking Big research project — Slum improvement 

proposal (pro-0216)

14.8 Review
 eWorkbooks

 • Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-6221)
 • Reflection (ewbk-6220)
 • Crossword (ewbk-6219)
 • Student Learning Matrix (ewbk-6212)

 Interactivity
 • Sustaining urban environments crossword (int-7674)

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au
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